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MDSUB*-01-150 to 159

Application: Rotation angle is adjustable every 15°
according to the application.
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Feature 1: Rotation angles can be selected in the range of
15° to 165° in increments of 15°.
Except for standardized angle (90°).
Comparison with Standard Product:
10 different rotation angles are available.

Specifications
Specifications are the same as those of standard MSUB,
except for addition and change of rotation angles.
Refer to our “Best Pneumatics” (general catalog)
for details.

Auto switch
mounting position

How to Order

MDSUB 3 -01- 150 Size
1 MDSUB1
3 MDSUB3
7 MDSUB7
20 MDSUB20

Number of auto switches (*1)
Lead wire entry/length (*1)
Auto switch type (*1)(*2)
Nil

Rotation angle
150
15°
151
30°
152
45°
153
60°
154
75°
155
105°
156
120°
157
135°
158
150°
159
165°

Without auto switch (built-in magnet)

*1) Applicable auto switches are the same as
those for standard MSUB.
Refer to our “Best Pneumatics”
(general catalog) for details.
*2) Auto switches are packaged together
with rotary actuators. (Not assembled.)

Dimensions: mm
Dimensions are the same as those of standard MSUB with auto switches.
(Connecting port position is body side only.)
Please ask your SMC sales representative for details.

!

Caution To ensure the safest possible operation of this product, please be sure to read thoroughly the
“Safety Instructions” in our “Best Pneumatics” (general catalog) before use.
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